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ABSTRACT
The NASA space telescope Kepler has provided unprecedented time-series observa-
tions which have revolutionised the field of asteroseismology, i.e. the use of stellar
oscillations to probe the interior of stars. The Kepler-data include observations of
stars in open clusters, which are particularly interesting for asteroseismology. One of
the clusters observed with Kepler is NGC 6811, which is the target of the present
paper. However, apart from high-precision time-series observations, sounding the inte-
riors of stars in open clusters by means of asteroseismology also requires accurate and
precise atmospheric parameters as well as cluster membership indicators for the indi-
vidual stars. We use medium-resolution (R ∼ 25, 000) spectroscopic observations, and
three independent analysis methods, to derive effective temperatures, surface grav-
ities, metallicities, projected rotational velocities and radial velocities, for 15 stars
in the field of the open cluster NGC 6811. We discover two double-lined and three
single-lined spectroscopic binaries. Eight stars are classified as either certain or very
probable cluster members, and three stars are classified as non-members. For four
stars, cluster membership could not been assessed. Five of the observed stars are G-
type giants which are located in the colour-magnitude diagram in the region of the
red clump of the cluster. Two of these stars are surely identified as red clump stars
for the first time. For those five stars, we provide chemical abundances of 31 elements.
The mean radial-velocity of NGC 6811 is found to be +6.68 ± 0.08 km s−1 and the
mean metallicity and overall abundance pattern are shown to be very close to solar
with an exception of Ba which we find to be overabundant.
Key words: stars: fundamental parameters – stars: abundances – open clusters and
associations: individual: NGC 6811
1 INTRODUCTION
NGC 6811 (α2000 = 19
h37m10s, δ2000 = +46
o22′30′′) is
one of four open clusters in the field of view of the NASA
space telescope Kepler (Borucki et al. 2003; Koch et al.
⋆ Based on observations made with the Nordic Optical Telescope,
operated on the island of La Palma jointly by Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, in the Spanish Observatorio del
Roque de los Muchachos of the Instituto de Astrofis´ıca de Ca-
narias.
† E-mail: molenda@astro.uni.wroc.pl
2010). According to the WEBDA1 data base, NGC 6811
is an intermediate-age (log(age) = 8.799), slightly reddened
(E(B − V ) = 0.160 mag) open cluster located at a distance
of 1215 pc. It is known to host several pulsating variable
stars of the γ Dor and δ Sct type (Van Cauteren et al. 2005;
Luo et al. 2009; Debosscher et al. 2011; Uytterhoeven et al.
2011), stars showing solar-like oscillations (Hekker et al.
2011; Stello et al. 2011; Corsaro et al. 2012), as well as other
types of variable stars.
The first spectroscopic studies of NGC 6811 date back
1 WEBDA is a web site at http://www.univie.ac.at/webda dedi-
cated to stellar clusters in the Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds.
In this paper we use the numbering system of that database.
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to Becker (1947) and Lindoff (1972) who used objective
prisms to measure spectral types of 45 stars. Subse-
quent spectroscopic observations by Mermilliod & Mayor
(1990); Glushkova, Batyrshinova & Ibragimov (1999);
Mermilliod, Mayor & Udry (2008); Frinchaboy & Majewski
(2008) yielded radial-velocities (RV ) of selected stars
which allowed them to derive the mean RV of the
cluster (∼ 7 km s−1) and to verify cluster membership
for stars identified as candidates by Sanders (1971);
Dias, Lepine & Alessi (2002); Kharchenko et al. (2004) on
the basis of proper motions and the location in colour–
magnitude diagrams. Those studies, however, did not
provide the mean metallicity of the cluster which has been
measured only recently by means of three different methods:
spectroscopy (Wong & Meibom 2009), an analysis of the
log Teff -logL diagram (Hekker et al. 2011), and photometry
(Janes et al. 2013). All these authors find NGC 6811 to
have a sub-solar metallicity, however, the range of the
reported values (−0.7 < [Fe/H] < −0.1 dex) is too large for
computing accurate evolutionary and asteroseismic models
of the cluster members.
The satellite Kepler has provided high-precision time-
series photometry in the Kepler Kp band of stars in the
field of NGC 6811 for the time-period between March 2009
and May 2013, in either short (1-min) or long (30-min) ca-
dence mode. Although the main focus of the Kepler mission
is planet hunting, the Kepler data can be used for astero-
seismic studies as well. In asteroseismology, observed stellar
oscillations are combined with stellar models and used to
probe the internal structure and estimate properties of stars.
For this, stars in clusters are of particular interest, because
such stars are thought to have formed from the same cloud
of interstellar gas and dust, and are expected to have similar
chemical compositions, space velocities, distances and ages,
thus limiting the number of free parameters in modelling
their structure and evolution. In NGC 6811, asteroseismic
studies have been carried out on red giant stars (Stello et al.
2011; Corsaro et al. 2012), based on Kepler photometry.
Apart from the high-precision time-series photometry
from Kepler, asteroseismic modelling requires precise values
of effective temperature (Teff), surface gravity (log g), and
iron abundance ([Fe/H]). The latter is often used as a proxy
for the metallicity of the star, although preferably the whole
abundance pattern should be known. Those values are pro-
vided in the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC) (Brown et al. 2011)
only for a fraction of the stars, and those values are not pre-
cise enough for asteroseismic modelling. A re-determination
from ground-based spectroscopic or photometric observa-
tions is therefore required (see Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al.
2010; Brown et al. 2011).
Extensive programmes for ground-based follow-up ob-
servations of Kepler asteroseismic targets, aiming at deriv-
ing their atmospheric parameters have been developed (see
Uytterhoeven et al. 2010b,a). In this paper, we report re-
sults from an analysis of observations acquired before the
launch of Kepler. The goal of the observations was to derive
Teff , log g, chemical abundances, radial velocities (RV ), pro-
jected rotational velocities (v sin i), and membership status
in the cluster for 15 stars. We also aimed at obtaining the
mean radial-velocity and metallicity of the cluster.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we out-
line the method of selecting our targets, and the observations
and data reductions are described in Section 3. Radial ve-
locities, cluster membership information and the mean RV
of NGC 6811 are provided in Section 4. In Section 5, we
derive and present atmospheric parameters for our targets,
and in Section 6 we derive abundances of 31 elements for
the five red clump stars in our sample. The global cluster
parameters are estimated and discussed in Section 7 and,
finally, a summary is provided in Section 8.
2 TARGET SELECTION
We set out to observe a sample of stars which were
likely cluster members, and for which we could obtain
spectra with sufficiently high signal-to-noise to perform
our analysis aiming at determining physical parameters
for the individual stars and the global parameters for
NGC 6811. We, therefore, selected 15 bright stars in the
field of NGC 6811, of which most are classified as cluster
members by Dias, Lepine & Alessi (2002); Sanders (1971);
Kharchenko et al. (2004); Mermilliod & Mayor (1990), and
which have spectral types ranging from early F to late K.
Two stars expected to be cool giants, stars 408 and K1 (see
below), were included in our sample in order to determine
cluster membership. In such a sample, different types of
pulsating stars would be expected. Therefore, these stars
were also submitted in the first run of the Kepler Astero-
seismic Science Consortium (KASC)2 proposals in Septem-
ber 2008 as candidates for Kepler asteroseismic targets (pro-
posal P01 27) and were accepted for observations. All but
one were observed by Kepler since the beginning of the
mission, i.e. since the so-called quarter Q0, which started
on 2 May 2009, through quarter Q16 which ended on 8
April 2013. KIC 9895798 was observed only in quarters Q0
and Q1, ending on 15 June 2009. All targets were observed
in the short cadence mode for at least one quarter3.
The data acquired in Q1 allowed Debosscher et al.
(2011) or Uytterhoeven et al. (2011) to detect photomet-
ric variability in star 33 and 218 which were classified
as δ Sct-type pulsators, star 54 which was classified as
γ Dor by Debosscher et al. (2011) and as hybrid pulsator by
Uytterhoeven et al. (2011), and star 173 which was classified
as γ Dor. Our sample also includes stars 113 and 489, dis-
covered by Van Cauteren et al. (2005) to be δ Sct-type vari-
ables, and star 68 discovered by Watson, Henden & Price
(2006) to be an eclipsing binary (E). Five G-type giants
from our sample, i.e. stars 24, 32, 133, 471, and 483, show
solar-like (hereafter ’SL-like’) oscillations in Kepler photom-
etry (see Hekker et al. 2011; Stello et al. 2011; Corsaro et al.
2012). Finally, star 528 shows variability due to rotation or
activity (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011).
Our programme stars are listed in Table 1. In columns 1
through 5, we give their KIC and WEBDA numbers, their
equatorial coordinates, and the Kepler Kp magnitudes. The
last column provides information about photometric vari-
ability of the star. For KIC 9895798, which does not have
a WEBDA number, we use a short name ’K1’.
2 http://astro.phys.au.dk/KASC
3 http://keplergo.arc.nasa.gov/ArchiveSchedule.shtml
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Table 1. The individual radial velocity measurements of the programme stars.
WEBDA KIC α2000 δ2000 Kp J Ks HJD Texp S/N RV ± σ mem? rem.
[h:m:s] [deg:m:s] [mag] [mag] [mag] +2450000 [s] [km s−1]
24 9655101 19:36:57.13 +46:22:42.6 10.983 9.541 8.994 4280.4872 1800 70 7.49±0.53 yes? SB1?
4282.4906 1800 70 7.36±0.51 SL-like
32 9655167 19:37:02.68 +46:23:13.1 11.063 9.599 9.019 4280.5114 1800 70 5.20±0.41 yes? SB1
4282.5148 1800 70 5.37±0.49 SL-like
33 9716220 19:37:05.46 +46:24:58.5 11.880 11.243 11.099 4689.5689 1800 60 3.56±0.98 yes δ Sct
4690.4987 1800 60 4.62±1.07
54 9655438 19:37:25.23 +46:19:35.7 12.259 11.469 11.301 4689.4524 1800 50 5.52±2.08 yes γDor
4690.4514 1800 50 3.14±2.29 hybrid
68 9655187 19:37:04.21 +46:18:07.7 11.517 10.967 10.843 4280.5390 1800 50 7.74±0.32 ? SB2
4282.5389 1800 50 7.06±0.20 E
113 9655514 19:37:32.10 +46:19:15.0 11.495 10.784 10.645 4280.7125 1800 50 0.10±0.75 ? δ Sct
4282.5631 1800 50 0.51±0.47
133 9716090 19:36:55.81 +46:27:37.7 11.133 9.671 9.086 4280.5736 1800 70 6.79±0.36 yes SL-like
4282.5875 1800 70 6.80±0.43
173⋆ 9594100A 19:36:55.98 +46:15:18.5 13.014 12.145 11.897 4689.4758 1500 30 8.52±0.55 no SB2
9594100B 4689.4758 1500 30 −52.13±1.06 γDor
9594100A 4690.4751 1800 30 7.79±0.32
9594100B 4690.4751 1800 30 −57.73±1.51
218 9716667 19:37:48.08 +46:27:25.3 12.634 11.532 11.392 4689.4266 1800 50 6.56±1.46 ? SB1
4690.4270 1800 50 7.08±1.51 δ Sct
408 9715189 19:35:31.42 +46:27:45.0 9.993 7.118 6.013 4280.4644 1500 100 −24.94±1.20 no
4282.4434 1500 100 −25.06±1.12
471 9776739 19:37:22.09 +46:32:50.6 10.904 9.489 8.927 4280.5980 1800 80 6.88±0.46 yes SL-like
4282.6283 1800 80 6.84±0.39
483 9532903 19:37:50.18 +46:07:46.5 10.936 9.464 8.901 4280.6387 1800 70 6.39±0.46 yes SL-like
4282.6526 1800 70 6.39±0.42
489 9594857 19:37:58.76 +46:14:19.4 11.021 10.199 10.017 4280.6633 1800 70 −2.06±0.44 ? SB1?
4282.6768 1800 70 5.74±0.60 δ Sct
528 9777532 19:38:31.06 +46:31:34.1 10.940 10.255 10.102 4280.6874 1800 70 6.37±0.24 yes rotation/
4282.7011 1800 70 6.78±0.21 activity
K1 9895798 19:35:38.55 +46:42:25.8 8.900 6.130 5.033 4280.4475 600 90 −23.39±0.24 no
4282.4278 600 100 −23.42±0.23
⋆ The WEBDA number, the equatorial coordinates, and the Kp,J , and Ks magnitudes refer to both components.
3 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The spectroscopic observations were carried out at Observa-
torio del Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma, Spain, on four
nights: 28 and 30 June 2007, and 10 and 11 August 2008.
For each star, we acquired two spectra separated by one or
two nights. We used the 2.56-m Nordic Optical Telescope
(NOT) equipped with the Fibre-fed Echelle Spectrograph
FIES and the NIMO back illuminated 2048× 2048 CCD42-
40. The spectrograph has a resolving power of R = 25, 000
and covers the entire spectral range of 370-730 nm without
gaps in a single, fixed setting. The readout noise was 3.3 e¯
and a gain of 0.71 e¯/ADU.
For the basic reductions, we used the NOAO/IRAF
package4. This reduction included subtracting a bias frame,
4 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Obser-
vatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc.
trimming the images, and correcting for flat field and scat-
tered light. The spectra were extracted with the IRAF apall
task, and wavelength-calibrated with respect to the spectra
of a Th-Ar comparison lamp which were taken before and
after each exposure on the programme stars.
In columns 8–10 of Table 1, we list the Heliocentric
Julian Day (HJD) of the observations, the exposure time,
and the signal-to-noise ratio of each observation.
4 RADIAL VELOCITIES
The radial velocities were derived using the IRAF fxcor
package. When deriving the RV -values, we used spectra of
two different objects for reference. For the late-type stars 24,
32, 133, 471, and 483, we used the RV -standard star 31Aql
(G8 IV, RV = −100.35 kms−1, Udry et al. 1999) which was
observed on the same nights as the programme stars. For the
remaining early-type stars, we used a synthetic spectrum
for Teff = 7500 K, log g = 4.0 dex, and solar metallicity,
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Figure 1. A comparison of a part of the spectrum of the SB2
star 173 (thick black line), the hot star 54 (dotted green line),
and the cool star 24 (dashed blue line).
computed with the line-blanketed LTE codes ATLAS9 and
SYNTHE (Kurucz 1993).
We measured the RV in each order of the echelle spec-
trum and then computed a weighted mean, averaging the
measurements from all orders. For each order i, we adopted
a statistical weight wi = σ
−2
i where the values of σi were
computed with the fxcor task by taking into account the
height of the fitted peak and the antisymmetric noise (see
Tonry & Davis 1979). The uncertainty of the weighted mean
was computed as described by Topping (1972). The radial
velocities of our programme stars and their standard devia-
tions are given in column 11 of Table 1.
4.1 Stars with variable radial velocity
Our observations of each target star were separated by only
one or two nights, which is not optimal for detecting RV
variability. Indeed, we only measure RV changes for two
stars: 173 and 489. Star 173, which we discover to be a
double-lined spectroscopic binary (SB2), shows spectral fea-
tures of a hot star superimposed on the spectrum of a cool
star. This is shown in Fig. 1, where we plot a part of the
spectra for stars 173, 24 (a cool star), and 54 (a hot star).
The RV values of the A and B components of star 173 mea-
sured on 10 and 11 August 2008 are similar, which is consis-
tent with the 1-day period shown by this star in the Kepler
photometry (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011).
For star 489, we discovered significant changes in RV .
Furthermore, both our measured values, −2.06 ± 0.44 and
+5.74 ± 0.60 km s−1, differ from the RV value reported
by Frinchaboy & Majewski (2008) of +20.01± 2.54 kms−1,
which suggests that star 489 is a spectroscopic binary. In-
deed, its spectral lines show a slight asymmetry, but that
may be caused either by another star, making star 489 an
SB2 system, or by star spots or other surface variations such
as pulsations. The latter possibility is very probable because
the star is a δ Sct-type variable (Van Cauteren et al. 2005).
Therefore, we caution the reader not to put to much trust
in our spectroscopic results derived for star 489 under the
assumption of a single star. A similar caution should be
adopted also for the other hot, fast-rotating stars in our
sample (see Sect. 5.2.2 and Table 5).
For the four stars described below, the spectroscopic
binarity was either already known, or has been discovered
by comparing our RV measurements with those available in
the literature (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Blue dots indicate RV values of single stars, SB1 sys-
tems, and star 173 A from Table 1. Blue open circles indicate
the RV values of star 173 B; green squares are the RV values of
stars observed by Frinchaboy & Majewski (2008), and red crosses
are RV values of stars observed by Mermilliod, Mayor & Udry
(2008). The dashed line indicates the mean RV of NGC 6811,
+6.68 kms−1, as derived in this paper.
Star 24 has RV -values which are constant within
the 1σ error-bars in our observations and they are
consistent with the nine RV values reported by
Mermilliod, Mayor & Udry (2008). However, they dif-
fer from the single RV measurement obtained by
Frinchaboy & Majewski (2008), −10.71 ± 4.80 kms−1.
The observations by Mermilliod, Mayor & Udry (2008)
cover a time-span of 18 years. During that period, the
radial velocity of star 24 has never fallen outside the range
from +6.68 ± 0.45 to +8.97 ± 0.80 km s−1. Therefore, the
measurement reported by Frinchaboy & Majewski (2008) is
unexpected. We classify star 24 as a suspected single-lined
spectroscopic binary (SB1?).
Star 32 has been discovered as a spectroscopic binary
byMermilliod & Mayor (1990). The RV values derived here,
+5.20±0.41 and +5.37±0.49 kms−1, fall in the range of the
RV -values reported by Mermilliod, Mayor & Udry (2008),
which was from +3.49± 0.53 to +9.07± 0.38 kms−1.
Star 68 has been discovered as an eclipsing binary by
Watson, Henden & Price (2006) and is listed in the Kepler
eclipsing binary catalogue by Prs˘a et al. (2011). The Ke-
pler light curve of this star reveals a contact system with
partial eclipses of similar, but not identical, depths. Be-
cause of the near equal depth of the eclipses, one would
expect star 68 as an SB2 system. However, our spectra are
separated in time by about half an orbital period, which
amounts to 4.41599 days (Prs˘a et al. 2011), and show only
one component with a high rotational velocity. We expect
that this is due to an unfortunate timing of our observations,
which happens to coincide with the times of eclipses and
the corresponding RV crossing of the binary components.
Further observations could confirm this. The RV value re-
ported for this target by Frinchaboy & Majewski (2008),
+38.18 ± 8.89 km s−1, is significantly higher than the RV
values measured here. However, the fact that our observa-
tions most likely include the combined spectra of two fast ro-
tating components, one of which is partially eclipsed, makes
a spectroscopic analysis very difficult.
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Star 218 does not show RV variability in our observa-
tions (RV = +6.56 ± 1.46 and +7.08 ± 1.51 km s−1), but
the RV value reported by Frinchaboy & Majewski (2008)
of −62.54 ± 3.17 km s−1 is significantly different from our
measurements. This star has been classified as a δ-Sct-type
variable by Debosscher et al. (2011), but an amplitude equal
to almost 70 km s−1 is too high to be caused only by pul-
sations. We classify star 218 as a single-lined spectroscopic
binary.
The stars classified as spectroscopic binaries in this pa-
per are indicated as such in the last column of Table 1.
4.2 Cluster membership
The large amount of spectroscopic binaries in our sam-
ple makes it difficult, from our data, to determine if the
stars are cluster members. Stars which are not known or
suspected spectroscopic binaries, and which have RV val-
ues in the range from 6 to 9 kms−1 to within 3σ, are
classified as certain cluster members. This range is based
on the determinations of the mean radial velocity of the
cluster, as obtained by other authors. These range from
+6.03 ± 0.30 km s−1 by Frinchaboy & Majewski (2008) to
+8.7 km s−1 by Wong & Meibom (2009).
This approach allowed us to classify stars 33, 54, 133,
471, 483, and 528 as cluster members. Stars 24 and 32
are classified as very probable cluster members. Star 32
is a known, and star 24 a suspected, spectroscopic binary.
However, both stars have been classified as certain cluster
members based on their proper motions, their radial ve-
locities, and their photometric and seismic properties by
other authors (see Sanders 1971; Mermilliod & Mayor 1990;
Dias, Lepine & Alessi 2002; Stello et al. 2011).
Stars 173, 408 and K1 are classified in the present pa-
per as non-members because their radial-velocities are sig-
nificantly different from the cluster mean value. In the case
of the SB2 star 173, we made use of the fact that the RV
of the A component is very close to the mean RV of the
cluster, derived in the previous studies, while the RV of the
B component is at around −52 kms−1. This leads to the
conclusion that the systemic velocity must be different from
the mean velocity of NGC 6811, thus the stellar system does
not belong to cluster.
For the SB2 star 68 and the three δ Sct-type variables,
stars 113, 218 and 489, membership have not been assessed.
All these stars require more observations in order to deter-
mine their mean radial velocity and draw conclusions on
their membership to the cluster.
The membership status of our target stars to NGC 6811
is given in Table 1. The six stars classified as members
are indicated with ’yes’, the two very probable members
with ’yes?’, the three non-members with ’no’, and the four
stars without membership classification with a question
mark. In Fig. 3, we show the colour-magnitude diagram
of the cluster with the positions of our targets indicated.
The colour-magnitude diagram is based on J and KS mag-
nitudes adopted from the 2MASS catalogue (Cutri et al.
2003). The J and KS magnitudes of our programme stars
are reproduced in columns 6 and 7 in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Colour-magnitude diagram based on stars within a
radius of r = 20 arcmin from the centre of the open cluster
NGC 6811. The symbols indicate, for our targets, certain and
the very probable members of the cluster (circles), non-members
(squares), and the stars for which membership is uncertain (tri-
angles). The remaining stars are plotted with dots.
4.3 Mean radial-velocity of the cluster
The first determination of the mean radial-velocity of
NGC 6811 was provided by Mermilliod & Mayor (1990) who
used the CORAVEL spectrovelocimeters to acquire from
three to six spectrograms of stars 24, 32, 73, 79, 101, 133,
210, 223, 234, and 237. Those stars were classified as proba-
ble cluster members by Sanders (1971) who analysed proper
motions of 296 stars in the field of NGC 6811 and concluded
that 97 of the stars most probably belong to the cluster.
Mermilliod & Mayor (1990) confirmed the cluster member-
ship for stars 24, 32, 101, and 133, and derived the mean RV
of the cluster, +7.14± 0.26 km s−1, using stars 24, 101, and
133. Star 32 was not used because those authors discovered
it to be a spectroscopic binary system. Eighteen years later,
Mermilliod, Mayor & Udry (2008) re-determined the mean
RV of NGC 6811 obtaining the value +7.28 ± 0.19 kms−1
from the same three stars and a more extended set of obser-
vations.
A slightly lower value of +6.05 ± 0.95 kms−1 was
obtained by Kharchenko et al. (2005) who used literature
RV values of two cluster members. That value is close
to +6.03 ± 0.30 kms−1 derived by Frinchaboy & Majewski
(2008) from single spectrograms of stars 33, 106, 133, 471,
483, TYC 3556-02634-1, and TYC 3556-00370-1 acquired
with the WIYN 3.5-m telescope at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory.
The most recent determination of the mean radial-
velocity of NGC 6811, +8.7 kms−1, has been reported by
Wong & Meibom (2009) who observed 1157 stars in the field
of the cluster with the Hectochelle spectrograph at the Mul-
tiple Mirror Telescope and classified 139 of them as candi-
date cluster members.
In this paper, we derive the radial velocity of NGC 6811
to be +6.68 ± 0.08 km s−1, by computing a weighted mean
of the RV s of stars 133, 471, 483, and 528 which are neither
known nor suspected spectroscopic binaries, and which are
classified in this paper as cluster members. In the calcula-
tions, we did not include stars 33 and 54, because these are
fast rotators causing less precise RV values and, for the hot
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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stars, our evaluation of whether the spectra contain spectral
lines from a second component is less certain.
5 ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS
5.1 Methods
We use three independent methods of spectroscopic analy-
sis for deriving atmospheric parameters and projected rota-
tional velocities of our target stars. These are implemented
in the codes FITSUN, SME, and ROTFIT which adopts
different approaches for deriving Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and
v sin i. Each of these methods as suffers from different limi-
tations, as described below. The purpose of choosing these
three significantly different methods was to benefit from di-
versification of approaches in order to evaluate the overall
uncertainties in the results as outlined by, e.g., Smalley (in
prep.).
5.1.1 ROTFIT
The ROTFIT code has been developed by Frasca et al.
(2003, 2006) to perform an automatic classification of the
spectral type and the luminosity class, and to derive the pro-
jected rotational velocity of late-type stars. Subsequently,
the method was developed to allow simultaneous determi-
nation of Teff , log g, [Fe/H], v sin i, and the MK type of those
stars.
One of the advantages of ROTFIT is that, unlike other
methods of spectroscopic analysis, it can be applied also
to spectra of low resolution, low signal-to-noise ratio, and
v sin i exceeding 20 km s−1. The properties and limitations
of ROTFIT have been described and discussed in detail
by Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. (2013). Briefly, the method con-
sists in comparing spectra of the programme stars with a
library of spectra of the reference stars. The latter, consist-
ing of 221 stars listed by Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. (2013),
was constructed from the high-resolution (R = 42, 000),
high signal-to-noise spectra of slowly rotating stars from the
ELODIE archive (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001) for which the
atmospheric parameters are measured with relatively high
accuracy.
The uncertainties of Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and v sin i are
the standard errors of the respective weighted means to
which the average uncertainties of the stellar parameters
of the reference stars, i.e. σTeff = 88 K, σlog g = 0.21 dex,
and σ[Fe/H] = 0.21 dex, are added in quadrature (see
Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013).
5.1.2 FITSUN
In this method, spectral synthesis based on the least squares
optimisation algorithm are used to determine the atmo-
spheric parameters, the projected rotational velocity and
radial velocity of stars. To perform the spectrum analy-
sis, a pre-computed grid of atmospheric models is neces-
sary. For the stars analysed in this paper, we derived the
line-blanketed LTE models by using the code ATLAS9 by
Kurucz (1993). The grid covered the range in Teff from
4750 to 6000 K with a step of 50 K and from 6000 to
9000 K with a step of 100 K. The range in log g is from
2.70 to 4.50 dex with a step of 0.10 dex. The grid has been
computed for solar metallicity with the abundances of ele-
ments from Grevesse & Sauval (1998). The spectrum syn-
thesis code FITSUN uses the SYNTHE suite of programs
by Kurucz (1993) which allow to compute synthetic spec-
tra. Both ATLAS9 and SYNTHE have been ported under
GNU Linux by Sbordone (2005) and are available online5.
The detailed description of the method and the per-
formance of the code FITSUN has been provided by
Niemczura, Morel & Aerts (2009). This method allows for
deriving atmospheric parameters of stars by carrying out
spectral synthesis for spectral features chosen according to
the spectral type of the target. The line list by Kurucz6
is used. We start by examining the observed spectrum and
adopting an initial set of atmospheric parameters of the tar-
gets, either by visual inspection of selected lines in their
spectra (F-type stars) or by adopting the values derived by
means of other methods (i.e. the code ROTFIT). Then,
we build a dense grid of atmosphere models, large enough
to cover the expected range of the atmospheric parame-
ters for our targets. Before running the code FITSUN, the
observed spectra must be prepared for the analysis. This
includes normalisation to the level of continuum, deciding
which spectral features will be considered for analysis and
dividing the spectrum into parts. The length of those parts
depends mainly on the values of v sin i of the star. Then,
FITSUN makes use of SYNTHE and the adopted atmo-
sphere model to calculate the synthetic spectrum in the
selected parts, and uses the least-squares method to cal-
culate the abundances of elements, the radial velocity, and
the projected rotational velocity of the targets, as described
by Niemczura, Morel & Aerts (2009). If necessary, FITSUN
corrects on-the-fly the continuum placement of the selected
parts of spectra. The eventual usefulness of this method de-
pends on the projected rotational velocity of the star and
the correct continuum placement.
5.1.3 SME
The package Spectroscopy Made Easy7 (SME) by
Valenti & Piskunov (1996) is an IDL program which al-
lows to fit the observed spectrum with a synthetic one
and to determine the atmospheric parameters of the pro-
gramme star. In SME, the spectrum synthesis and the
χ2-minimisation in the spectral regions defined by the
input masks are carried out on-the-fly. In these com-
putations, we used the MARCS8 model atmospheres by
Gustafsson et al. (2008). When defining the masks, we se-
lected only those iron lines for which the complete NLTE
grids of abundance corrections are available. In total, we
used about 60 diagnostic Fe I and Fe II transitions. The
line list was built from the SIU line list which is a compila-
tion by different groups (Korn et al. 2003; Grupp 2004a,b;
Bergemann & Gehren 2008; Bergemann & Cescutti 2010;
Bergemann et al. 2012a,b; O¨nehag et al. 2011; Shi et al.
2014) and applied in different spectroscopic studies (see, e.g.
5 http://atmos.obspm.fr/
6 http://kurucz.harvard.edu/linelists.html
7 http://www.stsci.edu/~valenti/sme.html
8 http://marcs.astro.uu.se/
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Table 2. Seismic parameters of G-type stars.
WEBDA (KIC) ∆ν ± σ νmax ± σ log gseis.
[µHz] [µHz] [dex]
24 (9655101) 7.86±0.04 98.2±2.4 2.90
32 (9655167) 8.07±0.04 100.3±8.7 2.91
133 (9716090) 8.56±0.06 101.4±5.9 2.92
471 (9776739) 7.93±0.16 93.4±9.0 2.88
483 (9532903) 7.69±0.16 96.3±4.5 2.90
Bergemann 2011). The stellar parameters were determined
iteratively, exploring the full parameter-space in Teff , log g,
[Fe/H], the micro-turbulence velocity (ξt) and the macro-
turbulence velocity (vmac). The influence of NLTE effects
was treated using the model atom and the grids presented
by Bergemann et al. (2012c); Lind et al. (2012).
The uncertainties of the stellar parameters produced
by SME are combined estimates stemming from several
sources. First, SME accounts for the signal-to-noise of a
spectrum while iteratively searching for the most proba-
ble solution in the full parameter space. The robustness
of the final values of the parameters is assessed by per-
turbing the initial guesses and reiterating until convergence.
These are the internal uncertainties of the method. Second,
we include systematic errors which have been determined
from the analysis of a reference high-resolution stellar sam-
ple (see Bergemann et al. 2012c, Bergemann et al., in prep.)
for which the parameters obtained by independent methods
such as interferometry and asteroseismology are available.
The mean difference between those values and the results
produced by SME are adopted for a measure of the sys-
tematic error for a given spectral type. The individual un-
certainties are combined in quadrature and their maximum
is adopted as the final uncertainty of the parameter under
consideration.
5.2 Results
The atmospheric parameters obtained by means of the three
methods described in Section 5.1 are discussed below, sep-
arately for the F-, G-, and M-type stars. For each star and
each method, the values which we report are means calcu-
lated from the results obtained from two individual spectra.
5.2.1 G-type stars
The G-type stars 24, 32, 133, 471, and 483 observed by us in
the field of NGC 6811 form a small, distinct group located at
KS ≃ 9 mag, (J −KS) ≃ 0.6 mag in the colour-magnitude
diagram shown in Fig. 3. Stars 24, 32, and 133, have
been classified as red clump (RC) by Mermilliod & Mayor
(1990) who inferred that from the colour-magnitude dia-
gram of the cluster. This classification was then confirmed by
Corsaro et al. (2012) who analysed the asteroseismic prop-
erties of these stars. Our analysis shows that also stars 471
and 483 should be classified as RC. They are cluster mem-
bers (see Sect. 4.2) and they fall in the same region of the
KS− (J−KS) diagram as stars 24, 32, and 133 (see Fig. 3).
Moreover, they have very similar values of the atmospheric
parameters as the three other RC stars (see Table 3). Unfor-
tunately, neither star 471 nor 483 was included in the sample
analysed by Corsaro et al. (2012).
However, all five stars show solar-like oscillations which
was discovered in the Kepler data by Hekker et al. (2011)
and Stello et al. (2011). As showed in Table 2, the aster-
oseismic parameters of these stars are very similar which
further indicates that they are all RC-stars. We have com-
puted asteroseismic values of log g for these five stars, in
order to check the accuracy of our spectroscopic values
log g values. We made use of the fact that the asteroseis-
mic values of log g are not only precise but also accurate,
at least at metallicities close to and higher than solar, even
if the mass derived from the asteroseismic scaling relations
seems to be slightly overestimated (see Brogaard et al. 2012;
Sandquist et al. 2013; Frandsen et al. 2013). We used the
asteroseismic parameters derived for stars 24, 32 and 133
by Corsaro et al. (2012), and for stars 471 and 483 by
Hekker et al. (2011), kindly provided to us by the first au-
thors of those two papers. We reproduce these parameters in
Table 2 where the symbols ∆ν and νmax stand for the large
separation between consecutive overtones and the frequency
of maximum power of the oscillations, respectively (see, e.g.,
Stello et al. 2009). We note that the differences between un-
certainties of those values reported by Hekker et al. (2011)
and Corsaro et al. (2012) result from the different lengths
of the time-series analysed by these two groups (nearly a
year by Hekker et al. (2011) and more than 19 months by
Corsaro et al. (2012)). In the computations, we used the as-
teroseismic scaling relations for mass and radius (eqns. 3
and 4 from Miglio et al. 2012) and the values of Teff de-
rived with FITSUN (Table 3). In principle, the spectro-
scopic analysis should be iterated after using the derived
values of Teff to calculate new asteroseismic values of log g.
However, since changes to the values of log g were already
less than 0.01 dex in the first iteration, further iterations
were not needed. The resulting values of log gseism. are pro-
vided in the fourth column of Table 2. A conservative un-
certainty estimate for these values is ±0.04 dex.
Below, we present the atmospheric parameters obtained
for these five stars independently with the codes FITSUN,
SME, and ROTFIT. In case of FITSUN and SME, apart
from the purely spectroscopic analysis, we carried out ad-
ditional computations with log g fixed to the asteroseismic
values from Table 2. In Table 3, where we present the results,
the parameters obtained from purely spectroscopic analyses
are labelled ’log g free’ while those obtained for log g fixed
to the asteroseismic value are labelled ’log g fixed’. Table 3
also provides the photometric values of the atmospheric pa-
rameters of our targets reproduced from the KIC.
• FITSUN
The atmospheric parameters obtained with FITSUN are
provided in the top part of Table 3. The left side of the Table,
labelled ’log g free’, lists the values of Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and
v sin i, resulting from a purely spectroscopic analysis. The
values of [Fe/H] and Teff have been derived from isolated,
unblended lines of Fe I. The right side of Table 3 lists the at-
mospheric parameters and v sin i obtained with log g fixed to
the asteroseismic value for which a dedicated grid of model
atmospheres has been prepared. In both computations, the
value of vmac has been set to zero. For star 483 for which
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Table 3. Atmospheric parameters of G-type stars; the uncertainties of the derived values are given in the text.
FITSUN
WEBDA (KIC) Teff log g [Fe/H] v sin i ξt Teff log gseis. [Fe/H] v sin i ξt
[K] [dex] [dex] [km s−1] [km s−1] [K] [dex] [dex] [km s−1] [km s−1]
log g free log gseis. fixed
24 (9655101) 5050 3.00 0.06 4.8 1.00 5000 2.90 0.00 4.8 1.10
32 (9655167) 5050 2.90 0.09 5.1 1.10 5050 2.91 0.09 5.1 1.10
133 (9716090) 5100 2.90 0.07 4.5 1.10 5100 2.92 0.07 4.5 1.10
471 (9776739) 4950 2.90 0.04 4.7 1.10 4950 2.88 0.04 4.7 1.10
483 (9532903) — — — — — 5050 2.90 0.04 4.7 1.10
SME
WEBDA (KIC) Teff log g [Fe/H] v sin i ξt; vmac Teff log gseis. [Fe/H] v sin i ξt; vmac
[K] [dex] [dex] [km s−1] [km s−1] [K] [dex] [dex] [km s−1] [km s−1]
log g free log gseis. fixed
24 (9655101) 5083 3.05 0.08 0.1 1.11; 3.85 5005 2.90 0.03 0.1 1.11; 3.85
32 (9655167) 4939 2.95 0.06 4.1 1.11; 3.85 4924 2.91 0.05 4.1 1.11; 3.85
133 (9716090) 5005 2.97 0.05 0.1 1.11; 3.84 4980 2.92 0.02 0.1 1.11; 3.84
471 (9776739) 4922 2.81 0.03 0.1 1.11; 3.87 4952 2.88 0.05 0.1 1.11; 3.87
483 (9532903) 5066 3.02 0.09 0.1 1.11; 3.91 5008 2.90 0.05 0.1 1.11; 3.91
ROTFIT Kepler Input Catalog
WEBDA (KIC) Teff log g [Fe/H] v sin i MK Teff log g [Fe/H]
[K] [dex] [dex] [km s−1] type [K] [dex] [dex]
log g free griz photometry
24 (9655101) 5135 3.18 −0.05 0.1 G8 III 5078 2.9 0.05
32 (9655167) 5103 3.17 −0.04 0.1 G8 III 5034 2.9 0.00
133 (9716090) 5130 3.20 −0.04 0.1 G8 III 5042 2.8 −0.10
471 (9776739) 5095 3.11 −0.04 0.1 G8 III 5146 2.9 −0.09
483 (9532903) 5120 3.21 −0.04 0.1 G8 III 5119 2.5 0.06
Table 4. Mean atmospheric parameters of G-type stars and the biases between the methods.
Parameter FITSUN SME ROTFIT ∆(FITSUN - SME) ∆(FITSUN - ROTFIT) ∆(ROTFIT - SME)
〈Teff 〉 log g free [K] 5038 ± 32 5003 ± 32 5117 ± 8 35± 45 −79± 33 114± 33
〈log g〉 log g free [dex] 2.95± 0.03 2.96± 0.04 3.17± 0.02 −0.01± 0.05 −0.22± 0.04 0.21± 0.05
〈[Fe/H]〉 log g free [dex] 0.07± 0.01 0.06± 0.01 −0.04± 0.002 0.01± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.01 −0.10± 0.01
〈Teff 〉 log gseis. fixed [K] 5030 ± 25 4974 ± 16 — 56± 30 — —
〈log gseis.〉 [dex] 2.90± 0.01 2.90± 0.01 — — — —
〈[Fe/H]〉 log gseis. fixed [dex] 0.05± 0.02 0.04± 0.01 — 0.01± 0.02 — —
we detected only one useful line of Fe II we present only the
atmospheric parameters derived for the fixed, asteroseismic
value of log g. The steps in our grid of model atmospheres,
i.e. 50 K in Teff , 0.1 dex in log g, and 0.5 kms
−1 in ξt, define
the uncertainties of these parameters. The typical uncer-
tainty of the value of [Fe/H] is 0.20 dex (c.f. Table 7.) The
typical uncertainty of v sin i is ±1.0 kms−1.
• SME
The NLTE results obtained with the code SME and the
grid of NLTE corrections by Lind et al. (2012) are provided
in the middle part of Table 3 separately for the free and the
fixed values of log g. The values of ξt and vmac have been ob-
tained from a calibration relation by Bergemann et al., (in
prep.) The uncertainties of the computed values are 150 K in
Teff , 0.15 dex in log g, 0.10 dex in [Fe/H], and 0.5 kms
−1 in
and v sin i. The uncertainties for ξt and vmac have not been
provided. Both quantities are ad-hoc parameters introduced
to approximate non-thermal broadening and do not have a
physical measurable equivalent. In 3D hydrodynamic sim-
ulations, turbulent velocity fields are stochastic and do not
take a single constant value throughout a stellar atmosphere.
• ROTFIT
The results obtained with ROTFIT are provided at the bot-
tom left of Table 3. They have been obtained only for the
free log g because ROTFIT does not allow to fix any of
the atmospheric parameters (see Frasca et al. 2003, 2006;
Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013). The standard errors of the
obtained atmospheric parameters are 120 K in Teff , 0.22 dex
in log g and [Fe/H], and 0.4 kms−1 in v sin i.
• KIC
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The photometric values of Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] from the
KIC catalogue have been provided at the bottom right of
Table 3. The precision of these parameters is 200 K in Teff ,
and 0.5 dex in log g and [Fe/H] (Brown et al. 2011).
The values of Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] derived for G-type
stars by means of the three methods used in this paper agree
with each other to within 1σ error bars. The mean values of
Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] of G-type stars in NGC 6811, calcu-
lated from the individual values from Table 3, are provided
in Table 4. The same table provides also biases between
FITSUN, SME, and ROTFIT. The uncertainties of the re-
ported values are standard deviations of the mean.
The biases listed in Table 4 show that ROTFIT pro-
duced a temperature scale which is higher by around 70 K
comparing to FITSUN and around 110 K comparing to
SME, while SME produced a temperature scale which is
lower by around 30 K comparing to FITSUN. For the fixed
values of log g, the last difference amounts to around 70 K.
The mean values of log g and [Fe/H] produced by FIT-
SUN and SME agree nicely with each other. They are
also in a very good agreement with the asteroseismic val-
ues of log g. A similarly good agreement between the spec-
troscopic and asteroseismic values of log g has been re-
ported by Bruntt et al. (2012) and Thygesen et al. (2012)
who used the code VWA (Bruntt et al. 2010) to perform
spectroscopic analysis of 93 solar-type stars and 82 red
giants, and detected only a handful of outliers. However,
one cannot just expect a general good agreement be-
tween spectroscopic and asteroseismic log g values. As a
relevant example, quite discordant values of spectroscopic
log g were obtained by Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. (2013) with
the code ARES+MOOG (Santos, Israelian & Mayor 2004;
Sousa et al. 2006, 2008, 2011a,b) for stars 24, 32, and 133
which are on average 0.5 dex higher than the asteroseismic
values reported in this paper. (We note that the values of
log g obtained by Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. (2013) with the
code ROTFIT agree well with those derived with ROTFIT
in this paper.)
Apart from a higher temperature scale, ROTFIT pro-
duced also values of log g which are higher by 0.20-0.25 dex,
and values of [Fe/H] which are lower by 0.06-0.10 dex in
comparison with the two other methods. The simplest ex-
planation for that is a weak correlation between the fitted
parameters Teff and log g which has a different behaviour
depending on the adopted analysis code and, most impor-
tantly, on the analysed spectral range. Therefore, it is not
surprising that FITSUN and SME which use unblended
Fe I and Fe II lines agree better with each other than with
ROTFIT which analyses entire spectral segments contain-
ing also strong and broad absorption lines. The observed
discrepancy may be also due to the grid of templates which,
being composed of real star spectra, cannot cover all the
regions of the parameter-space with equal density (see fig-
ure 2 in Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013). On the other hand,
we note that the biases reported in Table 4 may be lower
or even reversed when ROTFIT is compared to other spec-
troscopic or photometric methods (see figures 4 and 6 in
Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013). Therefore, our results sup-
port the conclusion of Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. (2013) that
the present accuracy of determinations of the atmospheric
parameters of solar-type stars is not better than ±150 K in
Teff , ±0.15 dex in [Fe/H], and ±0.3 dex in log g when no
asteroseismic log g values are available.
When explaining the sources of differences between the
results produced by FITSUN and SME, multiple reasons
can be indicated (see, e.g., Smalley in prep.). Below, we list
the most important ones (the following comparisons does
not concern ROTFIT because the latter code uses for an
input a grid of atmospheric parameters of reference stars
that were computed by various authors and by means of
different methods; see Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013):
• The choice of model atmospheres: FITSUN uses the
plane-parallel LTE model atmospheres by Kurucz while
SME uses the spherically-symmetric MARCS model atmo-
spheres;
• The adopted atomic data: FITSUN uses the Kurucz
atomic and molecular line list (see Sect. 5.1.2) while SME
uses the updated line list from SIU spectrum synthesis code
(see Sect. 5.1.3);
• The reference to the solar abundances: FITSUN uses
the reference by Grevesse & Sauval (1998) while SME, the
reference by Grevesse, Asplund & Sauval (2007) which is
the source of a slight difference in solar abundances adopted
in the two codes (log(Fe) = 7.50 in FITSUN and log(Fe) =
7.45 in SME);
• The procedure of deriving the atmospheric parameters:
FITSUN uses an iterative approach to derive the atmo-
spheric parameters while SME, which also solves for stellar
parameters iteratively, exploring the full parameter space,
derives the values of Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] simultaneously.
These are accompanied with other, secondary factors which
are altogether sufficient to produce noticeable differences be-
tween the values of Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] derived by means
of different methods. As shown by, e.g., Metcalfe et al.
(2010); Go´mez Maqueo Chew et al. (2013), or and Guzik
et al., in prep., such differences for stars similar to the Sun
or slightly hotter can easily exceed 100 K in Teff and 0.6 dex
in log g (c.f. the results obtained for stars 24, 32, and 133 by
Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013).
Since all the G-type stars from Table 3 have been clas-
sified in this paper as cluster members, their mean metal-
licity 〈[Fe/H]〉 can be adopted for the mean metallicity of
the cluster. These mean values, calculated separately for
each method, are provided in Table 4. They range from
−0.04±0.002 dex obtained with ROTFIT to 0.06±0.01 dex
obtained with SME from the fully spectroscopic analysis, i.e.
the ’log g free’ case. These values agree with what is expected
for a Galactic open cluster located at the galactocentric ra-
dius RGC = 8.3 kpc and an age of about 1 Gyr (see Sect. 7
and figures 9 and 10 in Pancino et al. 2010). Previous deter-
minations of [Fe/H] of NGC 6811 were lower. They ranged
from −0.1 dex, derived by Wong & Meibom (2009) from ob-
servations acquired with the Hectochelle spectrograph on
the Multiple Mirror Telescope, through −0.19 dex, derived
by Janes et al. (2013) from photometric observations and
fitting isochrones to the cluster colour-magnitude diagram,
to a value as low as −0.3 > [Fe/H] > −0.7 dex, as proposed
by Hekker et al. (2011) from an analysis of the position of
four cluster red giants in the log Teff–logL diagram. Neither
the results obtained in this paper nor those reported by
Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. (2013) confirm such a low metal-
licity of NGC 6811. In Sect. 7, we provide explanations for
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Table 5. Atmospheric parameters of F-type stars.
FITSUN
WEBDA (KIC) Teff v sin i Teff,KIC
[K] [km s−1] [K]
33 (9716220) 7600 172 ± 20 7725
54 (9655438) 7100 222 ± 16 6974
113 (9655514) 7400 101 ± 9 7441
218 (9716667) 7600 167 ± 24 —
489 (9594857) 7000 94 ± 9 —
528 (9777532) 7300 65 ± 6 —
the deviating results of Hekker et al. (2011) and Janes et al.
(2013).
All our codes find the G-type stars to be slow rotators.
FITSUN finds the values of v sin i of our targets to fall in
the range from 3.7 to 4.4 kms−1. This range is confirmed
by SME only for star 32; the remaining stars are found
by that code to have v sin i = 0.1 kms−1. The difference
in v sin i as derived by FITSUN and SME is caused by the
different assumptions on vmac. AlsoROTFIT yields v sin i =
0.1 kms−1 for all the five stars but in that case, the values
of v sin i may be underestimated; when computing v sin i,
ROTFIT assumes that the reference stars do not rotate
while in reality they do. However, at the resolution of our
spectra (R=25,000) ROTFIT can neither easily resolve the
effect of vmac and v sin i on the line profiles nor measure any
broadening effect smaller than around 5 kms−1. Therefore,
we conclude that the values of v sin i obtained with the three
methods are consistent with each other.
5.2.2 F-type stars
In the case of fast rotating F-type stars, to derive Teff and
log g, we used the Balmer lines, and we required the same
abundances from all available Fe I and Fe II lines. Since we
had low signal-to-noise spectra of fast rotating stars at our
disposal, we did not detect the weak, unblended lines of iron
which is why the determination of accurate values of ξt and
log g was impossible. Therefore, we decided to fix the value of
ξt to 3 or 4 km s
−1, depending on the resulting [Fe/H] which
we tried to keep as close as possible to the mean value of
[Fe/H] of G-type stars derived with FITSUN, derive only
the values of Teff , and estimate the values of log g. For each of
the stars the last parameter was falling in the range from 3.5
to 4.0 dex with the uncertainty of 0.4 dex, and with little
influence on the eventual values of Teff .
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 5. The
uncertainty of the values of Teff is 100 K. The uncertainties
of the values of v sin i are provided in the Table. Table 5 lists
also the values of Teff from the KIC which are available for
three of our targets and which agree with our determinations
to within 1σ error bars.
We do not provide the results of the analyses carried
out with SME and ROTFIT because for the former code,
the spectra were of too low quality while for the latter one,
the stars fall too close to the limits in Teff of the grid of the
reference stars (see Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013).
Table 6. Atmospheric parameters of M-type stars.
ROTFIT
WEBDA (KIC) Teff log g [Fe/H] v sin i SpT
[K] [dex] [dex] [km s−1]
408 (9715189) 3891 1.75 −0.03 0.1 M1 III
K1 (9895798) 3868 1.71 −0.06 6.1 M1 III
Kepler Input Catalog
WEBDA (KIC) Teff log g [Fe/H]
[K] [dex] [dex]
K1 (9895798) 3356 0.5 0.58
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Figure 4. Part of spectra of two ROTFIT reference stars
HD 168720 (M1 III) and GJ 273 (M3.5V), and the programme
stars 408, and K1.
5.2.3 M-type stars
The M-type stars 408 and K1, which are not cluster mem-
bers, were analysed with the code ROTFIT. The values
of Teff , log g, [Fe/H], v sin i, and the MK type obtained for
them are provided in Table 6. The uncertainties of the de-
rived atmospheric parameters are 100 K in Teff , 0.22 dex in
log g and [Fe/H], and 0.8 kms−1 in v sin i. However, since
the two stars fall close to the edge of the grid of parame-
ters of the reference stars used in ROTFIT, (c.f. figure 3 in
Molenda-Z˙akowicz et al. 2013), our determinations may be
less accurate than the formal errors.
The KIC catalogue gives the photometric values of Teff ,
log g, and [Fe/H] only for star K1 which is found there to
be significantly cooler, more evolved, and metal-rich (see
Table 6.) Our analysis does not confirm these values, partic-
ularly the value of Teff (we do not discuss the other param-
eters because our grid of reference spectra contains only a
few cool, low-gravity, metal-rich stars.) In order to illustrate
the difference between the spectrum of a star of Teff = 3900
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and a star of Teff = 3400 K, we plot part of the spectra of
stars 408 and K1, and the spectra of two ROTFIT reference
stars HD168720 (Teff = 3810 K, M1 III, Valdes et al. 2004)
and GJ 273 (Teff = 3420 K, M3.5V, Cesetti et al. 2013) in
Fig. 4. Even a visual comparison of these spectra allows to
conclude that star K1 can not be as cool as 3350 K which
proves that the value of Teff in the KIC is erroneous.
We do not provide the atmospheric parameters derived
for star 408 and K1 with FITSUN and SME, because the
spectral lines of both of these were severely blended with
molecular bands and are therefore not suitable for these two
codes.
6 ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS
The chemical abundances were determined by means of the
spectrum synthesis method and the code FITSUN by using
the ’log g free’ atmospheric parameters computed with FIT-
SUN and provided in Table 3. The code SME has not been
used to perform separate computations because (1) both
FITSUN and SME adopt the same physical description of
the radiative transfer, i.e. 1DLTE (the model atmospheres
used in this paper are LTE and the NLTE abundances ob-
tained with SME from Fe lines are computed by applying
NLTE corrections), (2) the atmospheric parameters of our
targets derived with both codes which might change the el-
ement abundances are very similar which implicate similar-
ity of abundances computed with the two codes. Finally, we
note that although computing NLTE abundances for ele-
ments other than iron is feasible, it is beyond the scope of
this paper.
We derived the abundances of 31 elements by using all
available spectral features including isolated and blended
lines. The number of elements for which we derived abun-
dances differs from one star to another varying between
25 and 30 because the respective features were not of suf-
ficient quality in all spectra. The results are provided in
Table 7 which lists the absolute values of chemical abun-
dances, log ǫ(X) = log(NX/NH) + 12, their standard devi-
ations, and, in square brackets, the number of lines used
in the analysis. The uncertainties are standard deviations
of abundances derived from individual spectral features de-
tected for a given element. For those elements for which we
detected only one or two features, standard deviations were
not computed. The solar abundances by Grevesse & Sauval
(1998) which were used in these computations are listed in
the last column of the table.
In case of iron, in Table 7, we give the abundances com-
puted by using three approaches. In the first one, which is
consistent with the way the abundances of the remaining ele-
ments were computed, we used all available spectral features
of Fe I and Fe II, blended and unblended. Then, we provide
the iron abundances obtained by using only unblended iso-
lated lines of Fe I, which is consistent with the atmospheric
parameters provided in Table 3, and finally the abundances
obtained by using only unblended isolated lines of Fe II. All
these values agree well to within 1σ of their error bars.
Table 8 provides the ratios of the abundances of ele-
ments with respect to the abundance of iron ([X/Fe]) cal-
culated using the values in Table 7 (in case of iron we used
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Figure 5. Differences between the chemical abundances of the
G-type giants 24, 23, 133, 471, and 483, and the Sun.
the values obtained from Fe I lines only) according to the
formula:[
X
Fe
]
✩
=
[
X
H
]
✩
−
[
Fe
H
]
✩
, where (1)
[
X
H
]
✩
= log
(
NX
NH
)
✩
− log
(
NX
NH
)
⊙
, (2)
where the symbols ’✩’ and ’⊙’ refer to the programme star
and the Sun, respectively. Like in Table 7, we provide in
Table 8 the standard deviations only for those elements, for
which at least three spectral features were detected.
The standard deviations given in Tables 7 and 8 do not
include systematic differences which are due to the choice
of the atomic data, the adopted model atmosphere, the
reference of the solar abundances, the algorithm used for
choosing the best fit to spectrum, the ambiguities related
with the placement of the continuum, and the impact of the
adopted stellar atmospheric parameters (Teff , log g, and ξt).
In order to estimate the last contribution, we altered the
values of Teff , log g, and ξt by, respectively, 50 K, 0.1 dex,
and 0.5 kms−1. The uncertainties of [Fe/H] resulting from
those variations are listed in Table 9.
The general pattern of abundances in our programme
stars is consistent with solar values by Grevesse & Sauval
(1998) as shown in Fig. 5. Slightly higher differences between
abundances derived in this paper, and the solar values can
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Table 7. Chemical abundances of the G-type red clump stars in NGC 6811.
El. WEBDA (KIC) Sun
24 32 133 471 483
(9655101) (9655167) (9716090) (9776739) (9532903)
3Li 1.34 [1] 1.46 [1] 1.37 [1] 1.12 [1] 1.27 [1] 1.10±0.10
11Na 6.45±0.16 [5] 6.43±0.06 [3] 6.51±0.25 [8] 6.33±0.06 [5] 6.46±0.14 [5] 6.33±0.03
12Mg 7.60±0.22 [10] 7.61±0.12 [3] 7.69±0.11 [4] 7.32±0.11 [8] 7.59±0.29 [4] 7.58±0.05
13Al 6.12 [1] 6.49 [1] 6.18 [1] 6.63 [1] — 6.43±0.07
14Si 7.41±0.36 [49] 7.50±0.34 [40] 7.23±0.29 [40] 7.23±0.36 [45] 7.33±0.26 [43] 7.55±0.05
16S 7.33 [2] 7.55 [2] — — — 7.33±0.11
20Ca 6.38±0.27 [35] 6.48±0.24 [19] 6.50±0.21 [21] 6.36±0.22 [23] 6.23±0.26 [23] 6.36±0.02
21Sc 3.06±0.33 [28] 3.07±0.26 [21] 3.08±0.15 [14] 3.00±0.22 [17] 3.00±0.14 [19] 3.17±0.10
22Ti 4.93±0.27 [142] 4.91±0.26 [111] 4.95±0.27 [115] 4.85±0.18 [124] 4.88±0.18 [102] 5.02±0.06
23V 3.85±0.28 [67] 3.92±0.18 [47] 3.93±0.17 [55] 3.80±0.22 [63] 3.85±0.20 [51] 4.00±0.02
24Cr 5.67±0.19 [110] 5.71±0.19 [79] 5.67±0.17 [87] 5.65±0.23 [102] 5.65±0.22 [100] 5.67±0.03
25Mn 5.30±0.31 [43] 5.38±0.23 [32] 5.34±0.28 [41] 5.35±0.23 [41] 5.35±0.23 [38] 5.39±0.03
26Fe 7.51±0.17 [369] 7.54±0.16 [191] 7.58±0.14 [258] 7.51±0.15 [298] 7.51±0.14 [316] 7.50±0.05
26Fe I 7.56±0.22 [95] 7.59±0.19 [94] 7.57±0.22 [117] 7.54±0.23 [89] 7.54±0.19 [88]
26Fe II 7.56±0.17 [6] 7.60 [2] 7.57±0.10 [3] 7.53±0.29 [6] 7.51 [1]
27Co 4.86±0.21 [65] 4.85±0.19 [41] 4.88±0.22 [44] 4.79±0.25 [58] 4.82±0.25 [62] 4.92±0.04
28Ni 6.22±0.22 [115] 6.27±0.19 [96] 6.22±0.23 [112] 6.25±0.22 [111] 6.20±0.20 [108] 6.25±0.04
29Cu 4.35±0.22 [3] 4.42 [2] 4.38 [2] 4.34±0.36 [3] 4.37±0.56 [3] 4.21±0.04
30Zn 4.81 [1] — 4.37 [1] 4.72 [1] — 4.56±0.08
38Sr 3.67 [1] — 3.50±0.13 [3] 3.38±0.32 [3] 3.58 [2] 2.97±0.05
39Y 2.45±0.18 [13] 2.36±0.15 [8] 2.33±0.17 [8] 2.32±0.25 [18] 2.31±0.19 [15] 2.24±0.03
40Zr 2.71±0.24 [13] 2.24±0.23 [10] 2.65±0.37 [7] 2.25±0.34 [13] 2.41±0.26 [6] 2.60±0.02
41Nb 1.66 [1] — 1.65 [1] — — 1.38±0.06
42Mo 2.11 [2] 2.21 [2] 2.18 [1] 2.08 [1] 2.13 [1] 1.92±0.05
44Ru — 1.71 [1] — 1.73 [2] 1.82 [1] 1.84±0.07
56Ba 2.90±0.22 [5] 2.94 [2] 2.89 [2] 2.92±0.04 [3] 2.84 [2] 2.13±0.05
57La 1.50±0.20 [15] 1.42±0.07 [8] 1.56±0.19 [6] 1.43±0.29 [11] 1.36±0.15 [8] 1.17±0.07
58Ce 1.89±0.32 [20] 2.22±0.34 [10] 1.78±0.33 [10] 2.12±0.25 [18] 1.88±0.20 [12] 1.58±0.09
59Pr 1.04±0.47 [8] 1.03±0.11 [4] — 0.81±0.36 [8] 0.52±0.18 [5] 0.71±0.08
60Nd 1.65±0.30 [39] 1.63±0.24 [20] 1.64±0.22 [29] 1.69±0.21 [39] 1.60±0.22 [27] 1.50±0.06
62Sm 1.88±0.63 [5] — 1.81±0.32 [3] 1.68±0.21 [7] 1.49 [2] 1.01±0.06
64Gd 1.15 [2] — — — — 1.12±0.04
66Dy 1.08 [1] — 1.25 [2] — — 1.10±0.08
Table 9. The changes of [Fe/H] resulting from the changes of
Teff , log g, and vt.
WEBDA (KIC) ∆Teff ∆ log g ∆vt
±50 K ±0.1 dex ±0.5 km s−1
24 (9655101) ±0.039 ±0.008 ∓0.141
32 (9655167) ±0.035 ±0.006 ∓0.162
133 (9716090) ±0.030 ±0.013 ∓0.095
471 (9776739) ±0.030 ±0.009 ∓0.144
483 (9532903) ±0.027 ±0.018 ∓0.121
be noticed for a few rare-earth elements9 for which only few
lines were available for analysis, and for Ba which we find
overabundant and which we discuss in a next paragraph.
In the last column of Table 8, we provide the weighted
mean ratios of chemical elements to iron for the whole clus-
9 According to the definition of the International Union of Pure
and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), rare earth elements consist
of 15 lanthanides (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy,
Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, and Lu) plus scandium (Sc) and yttrium (Y).
ter calculated from the individual values measured for the
five G-type stars. If all individual measurements of an ele-
ment has an uncertainty given in Table 8, then the column
’cluster mean’ provides a weighted mean and uncertainty. If,
for a given element, any star in Table 8 had a measurement
without an uncertainty, we used a flat mean and the star-
to-star RMS scatter as the uncertainty. In the case of Gd
where there was only one measurement, we do not provide
an uncertainty for the cluster mean.
Most of these values are very close to solar, however,
there are few exceptions. We comment upon some of them
in the following, cautioning the reader to keep in mind the
difficulty of comparing results from different spectroscopic
studies. One of those exceptions is a very high abundance
of barium (the mean value for the cluster [Ba/Fe] = 0.71 ±
0.03) which may be expected in the youngest clusters but
not in the oldest (see D’Orazi et al. 2009). Indeed, there
is very few open clusters of an age similar to NGC6811
and a comparably high abundance of barium: NGC2324,
age = 0.67 Gyr (Salaris et al. 2004), [Ba/Fe] = 0.66 ± 0.09
(D’Orazi et al. 2009) and an even older cluster NGC2141,
age = 2.45 Gyr (Salaris et al. 2004), [Ba/Fe] = 0.91 derived
by Young et al. (2005) (but see Jacobson & Friel 2013, who
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Table 8. The ratios of the abundances of elements to iron for the G-type red clump stars in NGC 6811.
[X/Fe] WEBDA (KIC)
24 (9655101) 32 (9655167) 133 (9716090) 471 (9776739) 483 (9532903) cluster mean
[Li/Fe] 0.18 0.27 0.20 −0.02 0.13 0.15 ± 0.10
[Na/Fe] 0.06± 0.28 0.01± 0.21 0.11± 0.34 −0.04± 0.24 0.09± 0.24 0.04 ± 0.11
[Mg/Fe] −0.04± 0.32 −0.06± 0.24 0.04± 0.26 −0.30± 0.26 −0.03± 0.35 −0.09 ± 0.12
[Al/Fe] −0.37 −0.03 −0.32 0.16 — −0.14 ± 0.22
[Si/Fe] −0.20± 0.43 −0.14± 0.40 −0.39± 0.37 −0.36± 0.43 −0.26± 0.33 −0.27 ± 0.17
[S/Fe] −0.06 0.13 — — — 0.03 ± 0.09
[Ca/Fe] −0.04± 0.35 0.03± 0.31 0.07± 0.31 −0.04± 0.32 −0.17± 0.33 −0.03 ± 0.14
[Sc/Fe] −0.17± 0.41 −0.19± 0.34 −0.16± 0.29 −0.21± 0.34 −0.21± 0.26 −0.19 ± 0.14
[Ti/Fe] −0.15± 0.36 −0.20± 0.33 −0.14± 0.36 −0.21± 0.30 −0.18± 0.27 −0.18 ± 0.14
[V/Fe] −0.21± 0.36 −0.17± 0.27 −0.14± 0.28 −0.24± 0.32 −0.19± 0.28 −0.19 ± 0.13
[Cr/Fe] −0.06± 0.30 −0.05± 0.27 −0.07± 0.28 −0.06± 0.33 −0.06± 0.30 −0.06 ± 0.13
[Mn/Fe] −0.15± 0.38 −0.10± 0.30 −0.12± 0.36 −0.08± 0.33 −0.08± 0.30 −0.10 ± 0.15
[Co/Fe] −0.12± 0.31 −0.16± 0.28 −0.11± 0.32 −0.17± 0.35 −0.14± 0.32 −0.14 ± 0.14
[Ni/Fe] −0.09± 0.32 −0.07± 0.28 −0.10± 0.32 −0.04± 0.32 −0.09± 0.28 −0.08 ± 0.14
[Cu/Fe] 0.08± 0.32 0.12 0.10 0.09± 0.43 0.12± 0.59 0.10 ± 0.02
[Zn/Fe] 0.19 — −0.26 0.12 — 0.02 ± 0.20
[Sr/Fe] 0.64 — 0.46± 0.27 0.37± 0.40 0.57 0.51 ± 0.10
[Y/Fe] 0.15± 0.29 0.03± 0.25 0.02± 0.28 0.04± 0.34 0.03± 0.27 0.05 ± 0.13
[Zr/Fe] 0.05± 0.33 −0.45± 0.30 −0.02± 0.43 −0.39± 0.41 −0.23± 0.33 −0.22 ± 0.16
[Nb/Fe] 0.22 — 0.20 — — 0.21 ± 0.01
[Mo/Fe] 0.13 0.20 0.19 0.12 0.17 0.16 ± 0.03
[Ru/Fe] — −0.22 — −0.15 −0.06 −0.14 ± 0.07
[Ba/Fe] 0.71± 0.32 0.72 0.69 0.75± 0.24 0.67 0.71 ± 0.03
[La/Fe] 0.27± 0.31 0.16± 0.22 0.32± 0.30 0.22± 0.38 0.15± 0.26 0.21 ± 0.13
[Ce/Fe] 0.25± 0.40 0.55± 0.40 0.13± 0.41 0.50± 0.35 0.26± 0.29 0.34 ± 0.16
[Pr/Fe] 0.27± 0.53 0.23± 0.24 — 0.06± 0.44 −0.23± 0.28 0.08 ± 0.20
[Nd/Fe] 0.09± 0.38 0.04± 0.32 0.07± 0.32 0.15± 0.32 0.06± 0.30 0.08 ± 0.15
[Sm/Fe] 0.81± 0.67 — 0.73± 0.40 0.63± 0.32 0.44 0.65 ± 0.14
[Gd/Fe] −0.03 — — — — −0.03
[Dy/Fe] −0.08 — 0.08 — — 0.00 ± 0.08
obtained a value lower by a half). Therefore, we conclude
that even though the Ba abundance which we report is high,
it is still consistent with other open clusters of an age near
1 Gyr.
In Fig. 6 we plot the synthetic and the observed spec-
tra of stars 24, 32, 133, 471, and 483, centred at the lines
of barium which have been analysed by us. For star 24, we
show all the lines of Ba which were used in our analysis. All
those lines yielded consistent abundance of barium. That
concerns also the line of Ba II at 4934.077 A˚ which shows
slight asymmetry due to difficulties in the continuum place-
ment. For the other stars, where fewer lines were measured,
we show only the fit of a Ba II line at 5853.675A˚. Like for the
other elements, the abundance of Ba has been derived from
all available spectral features. Our computations included
the hyperfine splitting.
Another interesting element is zirconium. Our ratio
of [Zr/Fe] = −0.22 ± 0.16 is lower than expected for a
1 Gyr-old open cluster according to figure 9 of Maiorca et al.
(2011) and as such is more consistent with the conclusion
of Jacobson & Friel (2013) that [Zr/Fe] shows no trend with
age. Finally, we report that the abundance of Li in all the
five G-type stars has been found to be higher than ex-
pected for red clump stars (c.f., e.g., Villanova et al. 2010;
Gonzalez et al. 2009). We note, however, that the respec-
tive spectral region at 6707.76 A˚ and 6707.91 A˚ where the
spectral features of Li are located was found to be useless
in the data acquired on 28 June 2007 for all stars but 24.
Therefore, our determination of the abundance of lithium in
red clump stars in NGC6811 should be taken with caution.
7 CLUSTER PARAMETERS
With our spectroscopic measurements of metallicity and ef-
fective temperatures, a detailed asteroseismic investigation
of the cluster stars can now begin. Although this is beyond
the scope of the present paper, we can already make some
inferences on the cluster properties by utilising our spectro-
scopic measurements and the asteroseismic measurements of
the helium burning red clump (RC) stars available at this
point. We calculated the masses, radii and apparent dis-
tance moduli from the asteroseismic scaling relations in the
form of eqns. (3) and (4) of Miglio et al. (2012). The in-
put values for these calculations are given in the top part,
and results in the middle part of Table 10. We adopted the
Teff values derived with the code SME with log g fixed at
the asteroseismic value, and an uncertainty of ±100 K con-
sistent with the biases reported in Table 4. The choice of
using results from SME was based mainly on the low star-
to-star scatter in [Fe/H] values obtained from that code.
We note however that the cluster parameters derived in this
section would only be affected at a level below the 1 σ un-
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Figure 6. The synthetic and the observed spectra of stars 24, 32, 133, 471, and 483, centred at the lines of Ba analysed in this paper.
For star 24, we show all the Ba lines used in the analysis. For the remaining stars, only the Ba II line at 5853.675 A˚ is shown. The
observed spectra are plotted with crosses while the synthetic ones are plotted with a solid line. The position of Ba lines are indicated.
The star numbers are indicated in the right top corner of each panel.
Table 10. Properties of red clump stars in NGC 6811.
Property WEBDA (KIC) Average
24
(9655101)
32
(9655167)
133
(9716090)
471
(9776739)
483
(9532903)
νmax [µHz] 98.2 ± 2.4 100.3 ± 8.7 101.4 ± 5.9 93.4± 9.0 96.3± 4.5 –
∆ν [µHz] 7.86 ± 0.04 8.07± 0.04 8.56± 0.06 7.93± 0.16 7.69± 0.16 –
Teff [K] 5005 ± 100 4924 ± 100 4980 ± 100 4952 ± 100 5008 ± 100 –
V 11.236 11.318 11.372 11.159 11.172 –
From asteroseismic scaling relations:
M/M⊙ 2.23 ± 0.18 2.09± 0.66 1.73± 0.33 1.82± 0.60 2.30± 0.39 2.12± 0.14
R/R⊙ 8.70 ± 0.25 8.36± 0.74 7.55± 0.46 8.08± 0.85 8.91± 0.58 8.47± 0.19
(m−M)v 10.32±0.15 10.22±0.24 10.12±0.19 10.02±0.27 10.32±0.19 10.23±0.08
From alternative approach:
δνmax [µHz] 1.00 3.30 10.05 7.52 0.03 –
M/M⊙ (fixed) 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30
R/R⊙ 8.79 8.63 8.30 8.74 8.92 8.68
(m−M)v 10.34 10.29 10.33 10.19 10.32 10.29
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certainties by adopting the FITSUN values instead. The
abundances of other elements than Fe were only measured
with FITSUN and we adopt the scaled solar result. Since
these are measurements relative to Fe, this result will not
be significantly affected by differences in the stellar param-
eters at the level we find between methods. The V -band
magnitudes used in these computations were adopted from
Glushkova, Batyrshinova & Ibragimov (1999).
Due to rather large uncertainties, on νmax in particular,
the masses of the RC stars are not as precisely determined as
we would like when calculated from the asteroseismic scal-
ing relations. Therefore, we also adopted the alternative ap-
proach of estimating the asteroseismic RC masses from fig-
ure 4 of Stello et al. (2013). In that figure, valid for solar
metallicity, it can be seen that the maximum value of ∆ν
for a helium core-burning star defines the mass of the star,
regardless of the ∆P value. From the maximum value of ∆ν
for our stars in Table 2 (8.56 µHz), we obtain a RC mass of
2.3 M⊙.
When comparing this number to the individual mass
measurements done using the scaling relations, we find that
they are in agreement within the uncertainties. For the lat-
ter determinations, we find that the errors in mass and
apparent distance modulus are correlated along a line de-
fined by uncertainties in νmax which has also been found
by Brogaard et al. (2014) for the open cluster NGC 6819.
We only expect a very small systematic correction to ∆ν
in the case of the RC stars with mass and Teff appropriate
for NGC 6811 (see figure 2 in Miglio et al. 2013). Therefore,
since the main source of the random uncertainty of mass
comes from νmax, we slightly adjusted the values of νmax for
each star until the masses from the scaling relations resulted
in 2.3 M⊙, consistent with our alternative approach. These
corrections (δνmax) were always positive but much less than
1σ for three stars, 0.8σ for one star and 1.7σ for another star.
We then calculated the radii and apparent distance moduli
of the stars using the corrected values of νmax. By doing
that, the asteroseismic distance moduli from the individual
stars reach a much better agreement, as they should, since
all cluster stars are expected to be at the same distance.
The numbers from this alternative approach are given in
the bottom part of Table 10.
On the left panel of Fig. 7, we show the (B − V ) − V
colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) of NGC 6811 from the
observations of Janes et al. (2013). Our RC stars and hot
single cluster members with no spectroscopic evidence for
binarity (stars 33, 54 and 528; Table 1) are indicated
with blue circles, and PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al.
2013) having [Fe/H ] = +0.05 and ages of 0.9, 1.0, and
1.1 Gyr, respectively, are shown. To put the isochrones
on the observational plane, we used an apparent distance
modulus of 10.29 mag calculated from our spectroscopic
Teff measurements obtained with SME for the asteroseis-
mic log g values (see the middle right-hand part of Ta-
ble 3), the bolometric corrections from MARCS atmosphere
models (Casagrande & VandenBerg 2014) and the astero-
seismic measurements from Table 2 with νmax slightly cor-
rected as described above (see Table 10.) A reddening of
E(B − V ) = 0.05 was applied to the isochrones in an at-
tempt to match the observed main sequence. In order to get
the best reddening estimate, we assumed that our three hot
single member stars should have the same position relative
to the isochrone on colour and Teff planes by comparing the
left and middle parts of Fig. 7. The faintest of the hot stars
(star 54) appears to be an equal mass binary from its lo-
cation in the left and middle panels, although we found no
clear spectroscopic evidence for that. However, the star can
still be used for our procedure, since we are only requiring
the position of the star relative to the isochrone to be sim-
ilar in the left and middle panels. As explained below, we
could not use the RC stars for this even though they ap-
pear to match the isochrones better than the hot stars in
the middle panel of Fig. 7.
To emphasise the effects of different colour-temperature
calibrations, in the left panel of Fig. 7, we use a green line to
plot the 1 Gyr isochrone translated to colours with the bolo-
metric corrections from MARCS atmosphere models that
were also used to calculate the apparent distance modulus,
in addition to the colours that come with the PARSEC
isochrones which are plotted in red. As seen, the predicted
colour of the RC is significantly different in these two cases.
The remaining parts of the two 1 Gyr isochrones show very
little difference. This illustrates one of the problems of esti-
mating cluster reddening and other parameters by compar-
ing observed and synthetic colours. This issue of not knowing
whether colour-Teff transformations predict a correct colour-
difference between the main sequence and the RC can sig-
nificantly bias results from isochrone fitting in the absence
of spectroscopic constraints. We suspect that this is the ma-
jor reason why Janes et al. (2013) found a lower metallicity
for NGC 6811 from photometry, as we have checked that
a lower metallicity isochrone predicts a smaller separation
between the unevolved main sequence and the RC.
One might be tempted to rely on the MARCS trans-
formations, since they appear to show better consistency
between colour and Teff when comparing the left and mid-
dle panels, but that might just be a coincidence caused by
inaccuracies in stellar models coupled to the uncertainty
of our measurements and the photometry. In any case, if
we were to make use of the RC stars to estimate the red-
dening, we would obtain a reddening which is lower than
what the main sequence suggests, E(B − V ) ∼ 0.03 using
the MARCS colour-transformations, or a reddening close
to zero if we trust the colours that come with the PAR-
SEC isochrones. Although the reddening seems to be rather
uncertain, a much higher reddening of E(B−V ) = 0.16 sug-
gested for the cluster by Schlegel et al. (1998) is clearly too
high, since such a high value would make it impossible to
match the CMD with an isochrone given our constraints on
Teff , [Fe/H], and apparent distance modulus. This explains
why Hekker et al. (2011), who based their analysis on pho-
tometric Teff values obtained by assuming E(B−V ) = 0.16,
obtained an [Fe/H] value for the cluster that is much too
low.
The isochrones of age 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 Gyr match the
CMD about equally well, with a slight preference towards
1 Gyr, although that depends rather strongly on the inter-
pretation of the brightest blue stars, which itself depends
on the amount of convective core overshoot assumed in the
stellar models. Ages older than 1.1 Gyr and younger than
0.9 Gyr seem to be disfavoured by the CMD, although a
different amount of convective core overshoot would allow a
slightly larger range of ages.
In the right panel of Fig. 7, we show the masses and
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Figure 7. Left: the (B−V )−V colour-magnitude diagram of NGC 6811 from Janes et al. (2013). Blue circles indicate cluster members
identified in this paper. The isochrones of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 Gyr and [Fe/H] = +0.05 from Bressan et al. (2013) are overplotted in red.
The green line indicates the 1.0 Gyr isochrone transformed to the observational plane using MARCS atmosphere models instead of the
colour-transformations adopted by Bressan et al. (2013). Middle: Teff − V diagram of NGC 6811; blue circles indicate the same cluster
members as on the left panel. Right: the masses and radii of the RC stars as determined from the scaling relations (black circles) and
from our alternative approach (blue squares). The weighted mean value and its 1σ uncertainty is indicated by the green plus sign. The
RC stage of isochrones of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 Gyr with ages increasing from right to left are overplotted.
radii of the RC stars as determined from the scaling re-
lations in black with the weighted mean value and its 1σ
uncertainty marked by the green plus, and measurements
from our alternative approach in blue. We compare those to
the RC phase of the same isochrones as in the other pan-
els, with ages increasing from right to left. Uncertainties on
mass measurements are not shown, but they are given in
Table 10. As can be seen, the inferred age of the cluster de-
pends on which of the asteroseismic mass measurements we
rely on but it is consistent with the range of ages inferred
from the CMD. Although it is difficult to estimate the un-
certainty on the mass measurements from our alternative
approach, it seems most likely that the true masses of the
RC stars are somewhere between the two estimates. Possible
causes for their difference include potential small systematic
corrections to the scaling relations, an underestimate of the
Teff values, and potential changes to the isochrones in fig. 4
in Stello et al. (2013) when including convective core over-
shoot.
A more detailed asteroseismic analysis should allow a
more detailed analysis of the cluster and its evolved stars.
Not only by making use of the much longer Kepler time se-
ries data that are now available for these stars, but also by
measuring the individual oscillation frequencies instead of
only the basic asteroseismic measures. The additional infor-
mation that comes from analysis of detached eclipsing bina-
ries that have been identified in the cluster (Brogaard et al.
2014) will also provide useful constraints. When all such
measurements are available, the cluster will be extremely
well characterised and should be well suited to obtain new
constraints on convective core overshoot (Montalba´n et al.
2013).
We summarise our derived properties of NGC6811 in
Table 11. The average [Fe/H] has been calculated from the
mean values obtained for G-type stars with the codes FIT-
SUN, SME, and ROTFIT and reported in Table 4.
Table 11. Properties of NGC6811.
Cluster property value
[Fe/H] +0.04±0.01 dex (internal error)
[M/Fe] scaled solar
age 1.0± 0.1 Gyr
(m−M)V 10.29± 0.14 mag
E(B − V ) 0.05± 0.02 mag
〈MRC〉 2.12± 0.14M⊙
8 SUMMARY
We presented results of spectroscopic observations of 15
stars in the open cluster NGC 6811. The analysis of radial-
velocities allowed us to discover five spectroscopic systems.
We classified stars 68 and 173 as SB2, stars 24 and 489, as
SB1 candidates, and star 218, as SB1. The mean radial-
velocity of the cluster derived in this paper is +6.68 ±
0.08 kms−1.
Eight stars have been classified as confirmed or very
probable cluster members and three, to be non-members.
For stars 68, 113, 218, and 489 which are either spectro-
scopic binaries or δ Sct variables, or both, membership was
not assessed. The atmospheric parameters and the projected
rotational velocity have been derived for 13 stars.
The red clump of NGC 6811 consists of at least six
stars; stars 471 and 483 were classified as RC in this paper
while stars 24, 32, and 133 have been classified as RC by
Mermilliod & Mayor (1990). The sixth star, KIC 9534041,
was classified as RC by Stello et al. (2011). For the five RC
stars in our sample, the abundances of 34 chemical elements
have been computed. The mean mass of the red clump stars
in the cluster has been found to be 2.12 pm0.14M⊙
We showed that the mean metallicity of NGC 6811 is
close to solar, and that the pattern of most elements in this
cluster agrees with typical values observed for the Galactic
c© 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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open clusters of similar age and location. An exception is
barium which we find to be overabundant.
The age of NGC 6811 has been found to be 1±0.1 Gyr.
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